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Abstract: Designs of active prostheses attempt to compensate for various functional losses following
amputation. Integration of sensory feedback with the functional control re-enables sensory interaction
with the environment through the prosthetic. Besides the functional and sensory loss, amputation
induces anatomical and physiological changes of the sensory neural pathways, both peripherally and
centrally, which can lead to phantom limb pain (PLP). Additionally, referred sensation areas (RSAs)
likely originating from peripheral nerve sprouting, regeneration, and sensory reinnervation may
develop. RSAs might provide a non-invasive access point to sensory neural pathways that project to
the lost limb. This paper aims to report on the sensory input features, elicited using non-invasive
electrical stimulation of RSAs that over time alleviated PLP in two upper-limb amputees. The distinct
features of RSAs and sensation evoked using mechanical and electrical stimuli were characterized
for the two participants over a period of 7 and 9 weeks, respectively. Both participants received
transradial and transhumeral amputation following traumatic injuries. In one participant, a relatively
low but stable number of RSAs provided a large variety of types of evoked phantom hand (PH)
sensations. These included non-painful touch, vibration, tingling, stabbing, pressure, warmth/cold
as well as the perception of various positions and movements of the phantom hand upon stimulation.
Discomforting and painful sensations were induced with both mechanical and electrical stimuli.
The other participant had a relatively large number of RSAs which varied over time. Stimulation of
the RSAs provided mostly non-painful sensations of touch in the phantom hand. Temporary PLP
alleviation and a change in the perception of the phantom hand from a tight to a more open fist
were reported by both participants. The specificity of RSAs, dynamics in perception of the sensory
input, and the associated alleviation of PLP could be effectively exploited by designs of future active
prostheses. As such, techniques for the modulation of the sensory input associated with paradigms
from interaction with the environment may add another dimension of protheses towards integrating
personalized therapy for PLP.

Keywords: phantom limb pain; referred sensation areas; design of prostheses

1. Introduction

Amputation leads to physiological changes in the sensory–motor wiring in the pe-
riphery as well as changes centrally. Beyond the functional consequences, amputation
also manifests a complex pattern of psychological change and presents as a complex dis-
ability [1–4]. Besides the functional and sensory loss, amputation could also lead to the
development of phantom limb pain (PLP) [5,6]. Although it is not clear what mechanisms
lead to PLP, evidence suggests that the use of prostheses and artificially generated sensory
input alleviates PLP [3,7–14].

The design of prostheses attempts to address both the medical and social aspects of
the disability by restoring the lost function to some degree while providing an aesthetically
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acceptable outward appearance. Significant progress has been made in the recent decades
in manufacturing mechatronic devices that resemble the human hand while providing
some degree of functional restoration and movement. The challenge of controlling a multi-
degree of freedom-actuated prosthesis has partially been addressed by interfaces exploiting
various physiological signals that aim to provide a more natural and intuitive manipulation
of complex geometry objects [15,16].

Integrating sensory feedback marked a milestone defining active prostheses. The
dexterity and fine motor control embodied by the human hand heavily relies on the in-
tegration and closed loop feedback using sensory information. Depriving the nervous
system of its natural sensory input, following amputation, leads to a less-optimal state.
Control of a prosthetic hand is typically limited by features of the artificial actuators, such
as number/configuration and precision/speed. Further limitation is added by the use of
the substitute physiological signals in an open loop control in current commercial designs
of prostheses. Inclusion of a sensory percept in the control interface contributed signifi-
cantly to a more efficient interaction of the active prostheses with the environment [17–26].
The mode of delivering sensory feedback associated with prosthetic devices varies from
substitution [27–29] and redirection [30] techniques to a more natural somatotopical sen-
sory feedback using direct peripheral nerve stimulation [15–19] or stimulation of referred
sensation areas [31,32]. Referred sensation areas are underrated in current applications of
prosthetic devices, given the potential that they may have in somatotopical sensory feed-
back [33,34]. Despite technological advances, the user’s perception still lacks refinement.
Adaptation and customization when addressing personalization in the design of prosthesis
are currently not widely available in the market, resulting in a relatively high rate of usage
drop-off [3,4,35].

Physiological changes following amputation are likely caused by a lack of sensory
input [36–42]. Given the ability of peripheral nerves to grow if severed, sensory neural
pathways that innervated the lost limb regenerate to reinnervate nearby sensors from
specific areas on the stump, leading to sensations projecting to the phantom limb when
activated [29–31,37,40–47]. These referred sensation areas (RSAs) might be reached using
mechanical or electrical stimulation to provide a wide variety of high-quality sensory
sensations using non-invasive stimulation modalities. The quality and quantity of the
non-invasive natural sensory feedback provided through the referred sensation areas once
quantified and characterized could be exploited once adapted to an appropriate interactive
state of the active prostheses to generate appropriate sensory feedback from the prosthetic
to the user. This new interaction with the prosthetic limb could improve embodiment
of the prosthetic and improve its functional integration with the amputee. Addressing
individualized therapy in the complex pattern of disability following amputation is a
first step towards the development of the RSAs as a therapeutic intervention for PLP or
development of its use with advanced sensorized prosthetic limbs.

This paper aims to report on features of the perceived non-painful and painful sensa-
tions, with dynamic effects on the phantom limb pain, induced using non-invasive electrical
stimulation of RSAs in two upper-limb amputees. Both participants were victims of trau-
matic injury and were received well prior to this study. One participant was a transradial
amputee, with the amputation taking place approximately 11 cm above the wrist. The
other participant was a transhumeral amputee, with the amputation just above the elbow.
The two participants were enrolled in the EPIONE project, a multicenter project that aimed
to investigate the non-invasive natural sensory feedback related to the missing limb as
a possible alternative therapy for phantom limb pain through a set of psychophysical
measures [48,49]. The overarching hypothesis of the project was that a maladaptive cortex
following the loss of peripheral sensory/motor feedback was the underlying mechanisms
that presented as PLP. It further hypothesized that reestablishing sensory feedback from
the periphery in concert with active central drive can reverse the maladaptation of the
cortex which thereby alleviates pain. This framework informs the experimental design of
the project.
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2. Materials and Methods

The current experiment was carried out under the framework of the EPIONE consor-
tium and clinical trials protocol (EU FP7-HEALTH-2013-INNOVATION, project number
602547 EPIONE, ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02488668) [44,45]. The protocol was designed to
evaluate psychophysical measures during four phases: baseline (determination of RSAs),
entry (EEG and MRI baseline measures), intervention (sensation characterization and
therapy), and outcome (EEG and MRI outcome measures). Each phase had specific sets
of questionnaires (BPI, POMS, NPSI, PGIC, PHQ9). The protocol sessions and proce-
dures were scheduled and performed using a custom-made computerized psychophysical
testing platform.

In the present work, we report on a subset of the study coming from two participants
with upper-limb amputation. The participants attended the study for periods of 7 and
9 weeks, respectively, out of a 9-week experimental protocol at Aalborg University. Experi-
mental sessions were scheduled for each participant as illustrated in Figure 1 (a follow-up
phase not included). During baseline and entry phases, maps of RSAs were determined
with mechanical stimuli (light brush and glass ball). Based on these RSA maps, thresholds
for sensation and discomfort evoked using electrical stimuli that projected to the phantom
hand for various configurations for position of electrodes were investigated. The locations
and types of sensation were than characterized for the chosen configuration of electrodes
under single- and multi-channel electrical stimulation. Both ramping and steady-state
stimulation were explored. During the therapy phase, characterization of evoked sensation
continued in parallel with the delivery of steady-state stimuli for therapy for randomized
single- and multi-channel electrical stimulation.
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Figure 1. Phases of EPIONE protocol and timeline (in weeks) for sessions for the two participants. In
week zero (w0), no procedures were performed. Pre-screening session S0 not included. Baseline and
entry sessions for participant P1 were carried out on Mondays and Fridays, and therapy sessions
were carried out on all weekdays in week 1, 2 (except Thursday) and in week 3 (except Monday
and Tuesday). Baseline and entry sessions for participant P2 were carried out on Mondays and
Wednesdays; therapy sessions were carried out on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays in week 1, 2,
3, and 4 (except Friday in this week). The follow-up phase (week 6, 8, and 12) is not represented in
the figure.

2.1. Participants

Participant (P1) was a 36-year-old female with a left-side transhumeral amputation.
Participant (P2) was a 35-year-old male with a left-side transradial amputation. A traumatic
injury led to amputation in both cases. Participant P1 had never used a prosthetic device.
Participant P2 regularly used a prosthetic hand, serving only an aesthetical function.

P1’s amputation site was approximately 3 cm above the elbow. The phantom hand was
perceived as an appendage directly extending from the amputation site (i.e., no forearm
perceived) and with a posture similar to that of a tight fist (Figure 2). Mental control of the
phantom hand was very limited, requiring intense focus that resulted in relatively small
movements of the fingers. P1 experienced a mean value of PLP within 24 h of 7.9 on a visual
analog scale for painful sensations (0 = no pain, 10 = worst imaginable pain, referred to as a
VASP), which was reported in the pre-screening/recruitment session. PLP affected the root
of the fingers (all fingers on palmar side, including the first and second phalanx, as well
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as little and ring fingers extending down the ulnar side on the dorsal side) and the thenar
and hypothenar regions on the palmar side. Continuous pain was described as burning,
squeezing, pins and needles, tingling, and pressure of 5, 9, 9, 7, and 2 on VASP, respectively.
Spontaneous pain like stabbing (9 on VASP) was regularly experienced for between 8 and
12 h (more than 20 times) within 24 h. PLP was highly influenced by the weather (cold
weather determined an increase in pain level and increased fingers’ clenching). No pain
medication was prescribed for daily use.
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Figure 2. (a) RSAs identified using tactile stimuli (brush). (a1) Maps of location—intensity of
sensation evoked in the phantom hand using brush, for each RSA. For RSA1, 2, and 3 on a VASS

(0 = no sensation, 10 = most intense non-painful sensation perceivable) and for RSA 4 on VASP

(0 = no pain and 10 = worst imaginable pain), VAS score is presented for each RSA in Appendix A,
Table A1. (b) Position of electrodes on and around RSAs, for each channel, and cumulative maps
of location-intensity (VASS, colorbar), top panel, and location-rate of occurrence (normalized units,
colorbar), bottom panel, of sensation in phantom hand evoked using electrical stimuli; (b1) single-
channel stimulation for Ch1, 2, 3, and 4 (left to right); (b2) single-channel stimulation combined,
randomized Ch1, 2, 3, and 4 (b3) multi-channel stimulation on two channels, combined; (b4) multi-
channel stimulation on three channels, combined; (b5) multi-channel stimulation on four channels,
combined. Multi-channel stimulation for a given channel configuration was performed on all possible
combinations (e.g., two-channel configuration yielded six combinations).
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P2’s amputation site was approximately 11 cm above the wrist. The participant
reported a mean value of PLP within 24 h of 7.9 on VASP at the pre-screening/recruitment
session. Continuous pain like burning, squeezing, pins and needles, tingling, and pressure
score of 8 on VASP were reported, affecting the entire phantom hand. Spontaneous pain
like electric shock and stabbing (6 and 8 on VASP) was experienced for less than 1 h
(between one and five times) within 24 h. PLP was not influenced by other factors. No pain
medication was prescribed for daily use.

Both participants signed a written consent form prior to participation in the experiment.
The EPIONE protocol for non-invasive electrical stimulation at Aalborg University was
approved by the Ethics Committee of Region Nordjylland (Den Videnskabstetiske Komité
for Region Nordjylland, N-20140061).

2.1.1. Generating RSA Maps and Reference System

A reference system was used to track RSAs and electrodes for consecutive sessions,
adapted for both participants (Appendix B, Figure A1a). A reference line was defined using
two points identified using specific scars at or near the amputation site and anatomical land-
marks (e.g., acromioclavicular point). The reference line served to calculate the transverse
and longitudinal distances of the RSA center along the arm. Additional lines normal to the
reference line were drawn to form a grid (segments of 50 mm and 10 mm) when needed,
assisting in reporting location, size, and orientation of the RSAs and electrodes. The RSA
was approximated as an ellipse, defined using coordinates of the center (identified using
the distance along and the normal to the reference line), size (major and minor diameters),
and orientation (the angle formed by the long axis of the ellipse to the reference line).

The scanning procedure for the mapping of the location of the RSAs with mechanical
stimuli beginning at the amputation site. Tactile stimuli were applied with a brush (width
of 5 mm) in parallel tracks moving proximal along the stump and the arm. The brush
movements had a rate of approximately two scans per second, covering a distance of
approximately 20 mm, and a lateral shift with a speed of 5 to 10 mm per second. Pressure
stimuli were delivered using a 350 mm diameter glass ball that moved in a circular pattern
at a rate of approximate one circular scan per second. The lateral shift of the scan was
at a speed similar to that of the brush scan. The participant was asked to verbally report
on the location, type, and intensity of both painful and non-painful sensations evoked
on the phantom limb. The participant was additionally asked to score the strength of the
evoked sensation using a visual analogue scale for non-painful sensation (0 = no sensation
and 10 = most intense imaginable non-painful sensation, referred to as a VASS). If the
stimulation evoked pain, the participant was asked to score the pain using a VASP score for
painful sensations (0 = no pain and 10 = worst imaginable pain).

2.1.2. Surface Electrical Stimulation

Electrical stimuli were applied through two round (25 × 25 mm) or oval (40 × 64 mm)
PALS electrodes (PALS® Axelgaard, Axelgaard Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Fallbrook, CA,
USA). Stimuli were delivered in bursts/trains of bipolar, charge-balanced rectangular
pulses with a pulse width (Pw) between 100 and 600 µs, a frequency (F) between 10 and
120 Hz, and an amplitude (I) between 5 and 80 mA. An ISIS Neurostimulator (Inomed®,
inomed Medizintechnik GmbH, Emmendingen, Germany) was used to deliver these stimuli.
The burst stimulation had a default stimulation cycle with the stimulus (Ton) with pause
(Toff) periods of one second each.

Stimuli were delivered to up to six channels (time-division multiplexed, two electrodes
per channel) through the ISIS Neurostimulator controlled using a custom-written software.
Electrodes were placed for each channel so that one electrode covered one or more of the
RSAs and the counter electrode was placed in close proximity (e.g., no more than 5 cm
between the edges of electrodes) with no RSA; alternatively, both electrodes were placed
on one or more RSAs. Configurations for which electrodes were placed sequentially along
perpendicular directions were tested as well.
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An investigation of sensation and discomfort thresholds was performed for each
position of the electrodes (two electrodes per channel), during the baseline phase. This
procedure was eventually repeated if needed. Ramp stimuli were delivered as bursts that
had an intensity starting from 1 mA and increasing with each stimulation cycle, for each
combination of pulse width and frequency (e.g., chosen values of Pw of 100, 200, 300, and
400 µs and frequency of 10, 50, and 120 Hz yielded 12 combinations). Each stimulus for
each combination was delivered three times, for better threshold estimates, resulting in
a total number of, e.g., 36 stimuli. These stimuli were delivered in a randomized order.
The participant was instructed to press a button when the sensation threshold was reached
upon the delivery of a ramp stimulus. Upon acknowledgment of this choice, the ramp
stimulus continued with increasing intensity until the discomfort threshold was reached.

Sensation characterization for single-channel stimulation was performed by delivering
ramp stimuli with intensities between the sensation and discomfort threshold (i.e., the
working interval). The participant was instructed to press a button when the ramp stimulus
reached an intensity that induced the most intense and distinct sensation. Sensation
characterization for multi-channel stimulation was performed by delivering steady-state
stimuli with intensities chosen as a percentage (e.g., 70%) within the working interval for
each channel. The duration of stimulation was defined using a number of cycles (i.e., on-off
period of a burst).

For single-channel stimulation, a stimulus was considered to have a higher energy than
another stimulus (i.e., a referred stimulus) if it had a pulse width, frequency, or intensity
higher than that of the referred stimulus. Multi-channel stimuli with stimulus intensities
over the middle value of the working intervals were considered to be high-energy stimuli,
whereas those below the middle values were considered low-energy stimuli.

Electrical stimuli inducing a meaningful and pleasant sensation in the PH were selected
for the therapy phase. The term ‘meaningful and pleasant’ means any sensation normally
perceived by the hand as not discomforting nor painful.

2.1.3. Maps of Sensations Evoked in the Phantom Hand

During the sensation characterization, the participant was asked to draw the location
(area) and report the intensity (on VASS, eventually VASP if painful sensation was experi-
enced) and attributes (i.e., text describing sensation) corresponding to the sensation evoked
in the PH using the electrical stimulus. Cumulative maps showing location-intensity and
location-rate of occurrence over a period including a variety of stimuli were built based
on the location, with intensity maps corresponding to each stimulus. Cumulative map
for location-intensity showed the highest intensity reported for a corresponding location.
Cumulative map for location-rate of occurrence reported in normalized units and the
number of reports of induced sensation in the PH for the given location divided by the
total number of the stimuli delivered corresponding to the given period of analysis.

3. Results
3.1. Participant P1, Left-Transhumeral Amputee

Participant P1 was not aware of the presence of the referred sensation areas on the
stump and did not experience sensations induced in the phantom hand using electrical or
mechanical stimuli before participating in this study.

3.1.1. Identification of the RSA Map

Four RSAs were detected with a light brush during session S1 (Figure 2a and Table A1).
The RSAs were relatively stable over time, maintaining the location on the stump and
the type of sensation evoked in the phantom hand when repeating the same detection
procedure in sessions S3, S5, and S6. Approximately the same location and sensation
evoked were determined using light pressure applied with the glass ball during session S3.
A reference line was defined using the acromioclavicular point and a point given using a
scar on the stump (Figures 2a and A1, Appendix B).
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3.1.2. Placement of Electrodes and Delivery of Electrical Stimuli

Electrodes (2.5 × 2.5 cm, PALS) corresponding to four channels (Ch1-4) were placed
according to the map of RSAs identified using tactile mechanical stimuli (brush) during
the session S1 and remained unchanged throughout the experiment (Figure 2b). One
electrode was placed directly on one RSA, and the counter electrode was placed adjacent
at approximately 2 cm between the edges of the electrodes. Thresholds for sensation
and discomfort were determined in session S1 for each channel and repeated on S16. The
repeated measure was due to a report of redness and tenderness at the stump areas below
the electrodes. Characterization of the sensation evoked using single-channel stimulation,
one channel at a time, was performed in sessions S3, S4, and S5 (Figure 2(b1)). Single-
channel stimulation with all channels randomized was performed during session S7 and
repeated in S18 (Figure 2(b2)). Characterization of the sensation evoked using multi-channel
stimulation was performed in session S8 and S9 (two channels), S10 (two and three channels),
S12 (three channels), S13 (four channels), S14 (two and four channels), S17 (one, two, and
three channels) as shown in Figure 2(b3–b5).

Steady-state electrical stimuli (bursts of Ton and Toff of 1 s each) that induced mean-
ingful and pleasant sensations (i.e., normal non-painful cutaneous and proprioceptive
sensations), selected during the procedure of characterization of sensation, were applied
during the therapy phase. Up to 70 series of 20 s per session were delivered. Stimuli were
delivered as random single-channel stimulation during session S8, S17, and S18, as random
multi-channel stimulation during session S9 (two channels), S10 (two and three channels),
S12, S13 (three channels), and S14 (two, three, and four channels), and again as random
single-channel stimulation during sessions S17 and S18.

3.1.3. Induced Sensations Evoked in the Phantom Hand Using Electrical Stimulation

The sensation evoked on the phantom hand using electrical stimulation reached all
four submodalities of somatosensation (mechanoreception, thermoreception, nociception,
and proprioception). Cutaneous (mechanoreceptive, thermoreceptive, and nociceptive) and
proprioceptive sensations were elicited by 73% and 62% of the electrical stimuli delivered.

Sensation evoked using single-channel stimulation differed from that evoked using
mechanical stimulation in both cutaneous and proprioceptive sensations (Tables A1 and A2).
The greatest difference was observed for RSA4 (painful sensation evoked on the dorsal
side of phantom hand using tactile stimuli delivered with a brush on the RSA4) and Ch4
(non-painful sensation like tingling and muscle contraction on the thenar area). Repetition
of single-channel stimulation, within the same session for Ch1 or at different sessions
for Ch1-4, produced a different type of evoked sensations for specific stimuli (Table A2,
Ch1-4). Multi-channel stimulation evoked sensations in a pattern resembling summation
of the sensations evoked using single-channel stimulation (Figure 2(b1–b5) and Table A2).
However, the perception of a more flexible and lively phantom hand (i.e., like PH “comes
to life” in both perception and movements) and sensations of heaviness (as both pleasant
and discomfort), warmth and/or cold were additionally reported as mostly specific to
two-channel and three-channel multi-channel stimulation and less for four-channel multi-
channel stimulation (Table A2, four-channel multi-channel vs. two-channel and three-
channel multi-channel stimulation).

P1 often reported a complex pattern for the sensation evoked in the phantom hand.
The type and location of the evoked sensation had a dynamic dependency on the energy
and duration of the stimulus during and after both ramp and steady-state electrical stimuli.

For example, ramp stimulation on Ch1 with a current increasing from 5 to 9 mA in
20 steps (Pw of 400 µs and F of 10 Hz) induced, initially, a knocking sensation in the ring
(F4) and little (F5) fingers. As the current increased, the F4 and F5 rotated and pulled out
(similar to dislocation) from their root (Table A2, Ch1, entry 8). Stimulating on Ch2 with
a current increasing from 5 to 15 mA (Pw of 100 µs and F of 10 Hz) induced tingling and
stabbing sensations in the F5 and index finger (F2), respectively. Furthermore, a progressive
flexion of the F2 (to full-closed position) with the increasing current was observed (Table A2,
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Ch2, entry 2). On the same channel, increasing the current from 5 to 13 mA (Pw of 100 µs
and F of 70 Hz) induced tingling in the F2 and F5 with a progressive extension of F2
(to full-stretched position) and adduction towards the middle finger (F3) just before the
stimulus offset (Table A2, Ch2, entry 3). Current increasing from 3 to 7 mA (Pw of 200 µs
and F of 70 Hz) induced tingling in the F2 and F5 and flexion (from an initial slightly flexed
position) to full closure in the first part of the ramp. The sensation changed to extension
in the second part of the ramp, reaching a full-stretched position towards the stimulus
offset (Table A2, Ch2, entry 6). A sensation of warmth (like warm water running down the
finger) and a light stretch was reported as occurring towards the end of the ramp stimulus
(I from 3 to 7 mA, Pw of 400 µs, and F of 30 Hz, Table A2, Ch3, entry 8). This stimulus
initially induced tingling on the F3 and on the central aspects of both dorsal and palmar
sides of the PH. Furthermore, steady-state four-channel multi-channel stimulation over
a period of 20 s with 10, 5, 8, 15 mA (Pw of 200 µs and F of 70 Hz), initially, was felt as
diffuse tingling in the F1 and F2. As stimulation continued, diffuse tingling was felt in
the F3 and followed by the F4 and some on the F5 very close to the end of the stimulus.
Stimulation with steady-state stimuli on three channels Ch2, Ch3, and Ch4 with I of 7, 5,
and 8 mA, respectively, Pw of 400 µs and F of 10 Hz, induced after the stimulus onset
tingling in the F2 at 4.2 on VASS and heaviness in the entire phantom hand. The phantom
hand was perceived as becoming increasingly heavy as the stimulus continued. Close to
the stimulus offset, this sensation reached a level of discomfort (Table A2, multi-channel on
three channels, entry 9). The sensation of uncomfortable heaviness contrasted with that
evoked using two-channel stimulation on Ch2 and Ch3 with I of 13 and 9 mA, respectively
(Pw of 200 µs, F of 10 Hz), where the sensation of heaviness was perceived as pleasant and
relaxing (Table A2, multi-channel on two channels, entry 1).

3.1.4. Perception of the Phantom Hand over Time

The participant often reported experiencing the sensations evoked in the phantom
hand as ‘bringing the phantom hand to life’. It was perceived as ‘unusual and strange’. It
demanded effort and focus from the participant when describing these sensations as the
participant attempted to hide the phantom hand during her daily activities. Proprioceptive
sensations often lasted after cessation of the stimulation, necessitating longer and longer
breaks between consecutive stimulations to ensure ‘washout’ of the sensation and improve
characterization of the sensation with the consequent stimulation periods. The participant
experienced a strange and urging need to grasp the phantom hand when ‘coming to life’.
This was often reported in the baseline phase when experiencing a new posture of the
PH, discomfort, close-to-pain-threshold sensations, or unrealistic perception of the PH
following stimulation. The unrealistic perception of the PH was reported when electrical
stimuli induced unusual sensations (reported in Table A2), such as being touched by a
crawling spider or a distorted phantom hand (e.g., F3 and F4 changed places, a finger
rotates with the tendency to dislocate and/or to move away from the phantom hand,
abnormal position of the F1 away from the PH and close to electrodes on the stump).

At the beginning of session S1, the usual perception of the phantom hand was de-
scribed as a tight fist, with very limited mental control for opening and closing the hand
(intense focus required for small movements of fingers). The thumb (F1), F2, and F3 were
reported in a more open position at the beginning of session S5. By the end of the session,
opening of these three fingers progressed, followed by a slight opening of the F4 and F5
at the end of session S7. Opening of the hand continued (with a slight regression of F4
between S7 and S12) towards the end of session S17. The mental control of the phantom
hand greatly improved, allowing almost full stretch of the fingers and rotation of the wrist.
At the end of session S18, part of the phantom hand, starting with the F5, F4 and continuing
with the palmar and dorsal side of the hand towards the ulnar side of the wrist, could no
longer be perceived (the participant reported that part of the PH vanished; it could no
longer be felt). The reported ‘missing’ part of the phantom hand added to the unusual
perception by participant P1 of the ‘hand coming to life’, inducing a slightly ambiguous
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effect. The participant could not tell whether this was positive or negative (the participant
wondered ‘why my phantom hand was not there’, instead of ‘finally, I could not perceive
part of my phantom hand’, as the experimenters would have expected).

3.1.5. Perception of Phantom Limb Pain over Time

Cumulative maps for the mean value of intensity for the last 24 h (reported at the
beginning of each session, on VASP scale), location, and rate of occurrence (normalized
units) for phantom limb pain reported for sessions S1 to S4, S5 to S7, S8 to S12, and S13 to S18
are illustrated in Figure 3(b1–b4), respectively. The cumulative maps show the maximal
intensity of PLP for the corresponding location within the period reported, and the maps
for rate of occurrence (normalized scale) show how often PLP was reported for a given
location. As the phantom hand opened throughout the course of the study, both the mean
values for 24 h of PLP intensity and the affected area (location) of cumulative maps on the
phantom hand had a decreasing trend from 8.6 to 6.3 on the VASP scale, and from 36% to
6% of the total hand area, respectively.

1 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3. (a) Position of phantom hand (participant with left-side amputation) illustrated with
participant P1 using the right hand as typically experienced, before the baseline phase. (b) Cumulative
maps, throughout several sessions, of mean values for the last 24 h (evaluated before each session)
for PLP intensity (VASP; 0 = no pain, 10 = worst pain imaginable, colorbar) and location (left panel),
and PLP rate of occurrence (normalized units, colorbar) for given location (right panel), reported
on the phantom hand for (b1) sessions S1 to S4, (b2) sessions S5 to S7, (b3) sessions S8 to S12, and
(b4) sessions S13 to S18. (c) Position of phantom hand before and after (c1) session S5, (c2) session S7,
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(c3) session S12, and (c4) session S17. At the end of session S18, position of the phantom hand remained
open as that reported at the end of session S17, illustrated in (c4). However, the participant reported
that almost half of the phantom hand (starting from the ulnar side of the wrist and continuing with
the little and ring fingers) could no longer be perceived.

3.2. Participant P2, Left-Transradial Amputee
3.2.1. Identification of the RSA Map

Referred sensation areas were investigated with tactile stimuli (brush) during session
S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S12 identifying 12, 20, 15, 12, 15, and 14 RSAs, respectively. The RSAs
had diameters ranging from 35 to 120 mm, as shown in Figures 4 and A1 (Appendix B).
The only sensation evoked in the phantom hand was that of touch (Figure A1(c1,c2),
Appendix B). Testing the stump during session S5 with light pressure applied through the
glass ball showed that the RSAs location on the stump and sensation evoked in the phantom
hand was similar to that mapped and evoked using tactile stimuli (brush), respectively. A
reference system was drawn on the stump/arm every session (Figure A1a, Appendix B).
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3.2.2. Placement of Electrodes and Delivery of Electrical Stimuli

Electrodes (PALS 40 × 64 mm) were placed in a two-channel and four-channel config-
uration according to maps of RSAs identified using mechanical stimulation (brush) during
sessions S1, S2, S3, and S4, testing thresholds and types of evoked sensations. Placement
of electrodes was extended to six-channel and five-channel configuration during sessions
S5 and S12, respectively, following changes in the RSAs maps (Figure A1b,d, Appendix B).
Additional threshold estimation for single-channel stimulation was performed in session
S7 and S10. The five-channel configuration from session S12 was used in the remaining
sessions throughout the study. Electrodes were placed in an attempt to cover the RSAs in a
balanced way, without exceeding 5 cm between electrodes for the same channel (Figure A1b,
Appendix B).

Stimuli of Pw between 100 and 500 µs and F between 20 and 120 Hz were delivered
as a ramp and as steady-state. The ramp stimulation (bursts with increasing current
intensity for 15 cycles, Ton and Toff of 1 s each) was used for threshold determination and
sensation characterization for single-channel stimulation. The steady-state stimulation
(bursts with constant current intensity for 15 cycles, Ton and Toff of 1 s each) was used
for sensation characterization for multi-channel stimulation. Thresholds for sensation
and discomfort were determined throughout sessions S1 to S5 and S12 for each channel.
For the six-channel configuration, established during session S5, the characterization of
sensation evoked with stimulation was performed on (a) a single-channel during sessions
S8 (Ch1 to Ch4, randomized) and during session S11 (Ch1 to Ch6, randomized); (b) multi-
channel stimulation on four channels (Ch1 to Ch4) during session S10; and (c) multi-channel
stimulation on five channels (Ch1 to Ch5) during session S11. Ch6 had a minor contribution
during tests, and it was not included. For the five-channel configuration established during
session S12, characterization of sensation evoked using stimulation was performed on
multi-channel stimulation on all five channels at low energy during S12 and with high
energy levels during S16 and S17. The duration of steady-state stimulation during sensation
characterization for sessions S16 and S17 was of 150 cycles (Ton of 2 s and Toff of 0.2 s), a
tenfold increase as compared to the duration of 15 cycles which was used for sensation
characterization during previous sessions.

The steady-state electrical stimuli that produced meaningful and pleasant sensations,
selected during the procedure of characterization of sensation, were applied during the
therapy phase in up to 28 series (bursts of Ton of 2 s and Toff of 0.2, for 150 to 300 cycles
for each stimulus). Stimuli were delivered on all five channels defined using the electrode
configuration from session S12 as random single-channel stimulation during session S15; as
random multi-channel (low level energy, Pw between 100 and 400 µs, F of 30 and 50 Hz, I
from 12 to 20 mA) during session S13, S14, and S15; and as random multi-channel (high-level
energy, Pw between 300 and 400 µs, F of 30 and 50 Hz, I from 17 to 32 mA) during sessions
S16 and S17.

3.2.3. Sensations Evoked in the Phantom Hand Using Electrical Stimulation

• Only the sensation of touch was induced in the phantom hand in all cases, except in
sessions S16 and S17 (maps of intensity and location shown in Figure A2, Appendix B).

• Stimulating on five channels with higher energy during sessions S16 and S17 added
the sensation of warmth, tingling, and pricking.

• Stimulation with a high-energy level induced a more intense sensation in the phantom
hand and extendedthe map for the location of sensation perceived when the duration
of stimulus exceeded 40 min.

3.2.4. Perception of the Phantom Hand over Time

Even though no proprioceptive sensation was reported during procedures for sensa-
tion characterization, opening of the phantom hand (F1, F2, and F5) was reported during
and after therapy sessions S13, S14, S16, and S17 (Figure 5). Opening of the phantom hand
lasted between two and three hours after the end of the session and returned back to the
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tight-fist position. At the beginning of these sessions, the phantom hand was perceived,
regularly, as a tight fist. This opening effect was not observed during the therapy session
S15, where single-channel stimulation (23 series of 100 cycles) was randomly combined
with multi-channel stimulation (10 series of 150 cycles).
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Figure 5. Position of phantom hand was experienced by participant P2 as a tight fist at all times
before and during the experiment, with the exception of the temporary opening of the phantom hand
reported at the end of the sessions S13, S14, S16, and S17. The temporary opening effect of the phantom
hand lasted up to three hours. Position of phantom hand at the beginning, as tight fist, and at the end
of session, as partially open hand, illustrated by participant P2 with the right hand (participant had
amputation of left hand) for (a) session S13, (b) session S14, (c) session S16, and (d) session S17. The
phantom hand returned to the usual tight-fist position after the temporary hand-opening effect (hand
opening lasting from two to three hours).

3.2.5. Perception of Phantom Limb Pain over Time

The participant P2 had a relatively constant level of pain, 8 on VASP. It suddenly
decreased to 6.5 after approximately 35 min of almost continuous stimulation (steady-state,
bursts with Ton of 2 s and Toff of 0.2 s) in session S16. The reduction in pain lasted for
approximately three hours after the stimulation session. The pain level decreased again
from 8 to 6 on VASP in session S17, lasting almost four hours. During session S17, after
approximately 30 min of stimulation, the participant reported a sensation of warmth and
sensation of intense activity in the phantom hand described as a ‘boiling bubble’. The
‘bubble’ burst after approximately 5 min followed by PLP decrease.
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4. Discussions

Methodological considerations. Performing the experiment was challenging in that each
participant required the methodology to be adapted and customized. Various factors
conditioned the outcome of the experiment, limiting the parameters, number, and duration
of stimuli investigated, as well as location for delivery of these stimuli. These factors point
towards the need of a more efficient means to quickly identify the referred sensation areas,
with various stimuli, and their stimulus- and time-dependent characteristics. Reporting
maps of RSAs determined using mechanical stimuli is methodologically convenient in
that the point-wise dependency between application of the stimulus and type of sensation
evoked allows for effective construction of the 2D map of RSAs for a given time. Construct-
ing RSAs maps for electrical stimulation may be more challenging. Current is injected in
the tissue through two points/areas, with a given course depending on the size, placement,
and orientation of electrodes (as well as on parameters of the stimulus), making such maps
multidimensional. The complex pattern of sensation induced using electrical stimulation of
increasing intensities reported by the participant P1 emphasizes this aspect. By increasing
the intensity of the stimulus, the volume of the current distributed in the tissue that meets
conditions for stimulation increases as well. This may possibly lead to activation of addi-
tional neural fibers wiring the referred sensation areas. A dynamic pattern of sensation may
thus be induced in the PH. Conversely, injecting the same current through electrodes of
greater surface size would change the width and the depth of current distribution, possibly
leading, as well, to a change of the type of sensation evoked. Furthermore, changes in the
pattern of sensation induced in the PH following a prolonged stimulation (including altered
PH perception and pain alleviation with delayed onset as shown in the case of participant
P2) may involve various mechanisms along the neural circuit connecting the periphery
with the brain, in addition to an expanded volume of stimulated tissue under the electrode
due to increased energy of the stimulus. The effects of exposure of the neural tissue to an
electrical stimulus is not limited to a single stimulus delivery. The total charge injected by
delivering stimuli of various parameters over multiple trials and sessions spanning several
days may have an accumulating effect and initiate adaptive neural responses, possibly
affecting thresholds and inducing sensitization over time along the activated neural circuit.
Sensation and discomfort thresholds were intently investigated once for each channel in
a session during the baseline phase; however, they were repeated if needed at another
phase of the experiment to estimate the working interval for the stimuli delivered during
the procedure of sensation characterization. This estimation served avoiding delivering
discomforting/painful stimuli and reduced the duration of a ramp stimulus by eliminating
stimuli with intensities below the sensation threshold. Given the specificity (e.g., num-
ber and time-stability of RSAs, number of channels and channel configuration, types of
sensations evoked in the PH) for each participant, characterization of sensation spanned
over several sessions using stimuli with intensities based on thresholds estimated in the
first phase of the experiment (effects of charge accumulation that is presumably relative
low). However, the working range, defined using the sensation and discomfort thresholds,
for multi-channel stimulation may have a non-linear relationship to that of single-channel
stimulation, given the difference in the total charge injected into the tissue volume and the
distribution of the current injected in case of a given configuration of electrodes defined
for the corresponding tissue volume. Neither thresholds for multi-channel stimulation nor
the time variability of thresholds of RSAs with each session were analyzed in this study.
Values for current intensities in multi-channel stimulation were estimated based on the
working range for single channels identified in the first phase of the study. Furthermore,
the cumulative maps for sensation evoked in the PH reported data over several sessions,
not counting possible effects of varying thresholds between sessions. A more complex
characterization of referred sensation areas (e.g., temporal and spatial variability of thresh-
olds, search procedures for optimal configuration of electrodes, time of exposure to stimuli,
non-linearity for complex multi-channel and modulated stimuli delivery) calls for challeng-
ing methodological procedures that are to be considered in further studies investigating
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sensory feedback. The combination of technological advancement in wearable devices
and prostheses may highly improve the detection of optimal stimuli, both mechanical
and electrical, adaptively selecting in both time and space the contrasting pleasant and
discomfort or painful evoked sensation.

Providing sensory feedback through RSAs. A relatively low and time-invariant and a
relatively high and time-variant number of referred sensation areas were identified in
participant P1 and P2, respectively, when using mechanical stimuli. Painful sensation was
induced with mechanical stimulation of one referred sensation area and discomfort and
sensations close to pain were induced with electrical stimulation in participant 1, whereas
no painful sensations were induced in participant 2, either with mechanical or electrical
stimuli. The sensation induced with electrical stimuli reached a wide representation of the
four sub-modalities of somatosensation in participant P1, for relatively low duration of
the stimulus and a mixed high- and low–high energy level for single- and multi-channel
stimulation, respectively. In participant P2, almost continuous multi-channel stimulation
with low-energy and a tenfold increase in duration (compared to that used in case of P1)
applied during therapy led to the perception of a more open PH at the end of session S13,
S14, S16, and S17 compared to that from the beginning of the corresponding session, even
though no proprioceptive sensation was reported for the given stimuli during the procedure
of sensation characterization. Although, the same was not observed in session S15 when
single-channel stimulation was applied. By further increasing the energy of the stimulus,
evoked sensation of warmth, tingling, and pins and needles, as well as PLP reduction, with
delayed onset from 8 to 6 on VASP were reported in the phantom hand, as compared to the
sensation of touch being solely evoked and there being no effect on PLP reported for stimuli
with low-energy and low-duration. A similar complex image of the stimulation process,
with both mechanical and electrical stimuli, was reported for other participants in the
EPIONE study [43–45]. Pressure and tactile stimuli induced different maps of RSAs, with
both painful and non-painful sensation evoked when applied on the same spot in the case of
a participant with brachial plexus avulsion, followed by amputation [43]. Electrical stimuli
evoked sensations different to those evoked using mechanical stimuli when electrodes
were applied at or in the vicinity of the RSAs detected using mechanical stimuli. Even
more, electrical stimuli applied through a pair of electrodes placed at two orthogonal
positions during a test (i.e., rotating the placement of electrodes at 90 degrees) induced
different sensations in the phantom hand. The participant reported, as well, experiencing
the sensation of ‘phantom hand and arm coming to life’ during and between sessions. An
immediate modulating effect of the given stimuli with both increasing or decreasing PLP
was reported. In the case of a participant with transpelvic amputation, mechanical and
electrical stimuli and electrical stimulation induced both pleasant and painful sensations in
the phantom leg with lasting effects of minutes, inducing the perception of the phantom
leg and foot as ‘coming to live’, possibly affecting the profile of PLP within and between
sessions [44]. The development of maps of RSAs to a relatively large number over several
sessions was observed in the case of a participant with bilateral toe amputation, with a
relatively narrow representation of the sensations induced using mechanical and electrical
stimuli [45]. Furthermore, in a study using contextual modulated electrical stimulation a
participant with bilateral amputation reported complex dynamics of the sensations evoked
when stimulating bilaterally, and evoked sensation and modulation of the pain profile in
the contralateral phantom hand when stimulating RSAs on the ipsilateral stump [46].

5. Conclusions

Sensations evoked in the phantom hand using surface electrical stimulation of the
referred sensation areas on the stump was characterized in two amputees, showing con-
trasting features. Both subjects reported a temporary modulation in their perception of
their phantom hand (from ‘closed fist’ to ‘open hand’) that also was associated with a
decrease in their experienced phantom limb pain, however, presenting differently. RSAs
were dissimilarly stable or dynamic over time, adding to the particular manifestation of
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various stimuli and yet not fully knowing the nature (peripheral and/or central) of these
areas in amputees.

Design of prostheses may cover parts of the stump, including referred sensation
areas sensitive to pressure/tactile stimuli. Integrating knowledge of such negative effects
(discomfort or pain) to prosthesis design may increase comfort for daily use of prostheses.
Prostheses may offer, as well, a frame for contextual modulation in intensity/energy and
time of electrical stimuli, better exploiting the dynamic effects they produce in the phantom
hand, affecting the profile of the phantom limb pain and mobility and perception of the
phantom hand. Even though mechanisms of phantom limb pain alleviation using artificially
generated sensory input are not well understood, correlating a selective sensory input
evoked using surface electrical stimulation with the daily use of prosthesis may add a new
dimension in the design of active prosthesis towards personalized therapy.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Referred sensation areas and sensations induced in the phantom hand (PH) using mechani-
cal stimulus (light brush).

RSA Induced Sensation (Cutaneous/Proprioceptive)

redRSA1brush
Tingling on upper left quadrant of dorsal side hand (VASS 7.1)/Fingers flexed, PH rotated with palmar
side upwards

blackRSA2brush Tingling, itching on F2, F5 dorsal side (VASS 6.1)/Fingers extended, PH rotated with dorsal side upwards

violetRSA3brush
Tingling on dorsal side of F3 and hand wrist (VASS 6.9)/Fingers extend; hand wrist extends; PH with dorsal
side upwards

greenRSA4brush Painful sensation on the entire dorsal side of hand (VASP 5.5)/Fingers flex; position

Intensity of sensation evoked in the phantom hand reported by placing the cursor on a linear VASS scale
for sensation (0 no sensation and 10 most intense sensation imagined); painful sensation reported on VASP
scale for pain (0 no pain and 10 worst imaginable pain). Sensation described as cutaneous (mechanoreceptive,
thermoreceptive, and nociceptive) and proprioceptive.
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Table A2. Sensations induced in the phantom hand (PH) using electrical stimuli.

IThS–ThD
/Pw/F Induced Sensation (Cutaneous/Proprioceptive)

Ramp stimulus, as bursts/trains of pulses (rectangular and balanced bipolar) with Ton of 1 s and Toff of 1 s, with an increasing
intensity of the current between the sensation threshold (ThS) and discomfort threshold (ThD). The participant stopped the ramp
stimulus at the intensity (I) at which best perception of induced sensation was observed. The current intensity, sensation and
discomfort thresholds, the pulse width, and the frequency of the stimulus IThS–ThD

/Pw/F were expressed in milliamperes,
microseconds and hertz, respectively.
Single-channel stimulation (one channel at a time, randomized stimuli, twice for each set of parameters) for sensation
characterization (SC) during sessions S3, S4, and S5. Repeated (randomized single channels) during session S7.

RSA1—Ch1 Session S3

1713–19
/100/10

Tingling, pricking F4 and F5, palmar side (VASS 7.1)/Fingers extended; Repeated at 24 mA13–25 Tingling,
pricking F2 and F5 (VASS 4.4)/F2 felt like hanging and relaxed with no connection with PH; Session S7:
Repeated at 25 mA15–25, Stabbing F4 and F5/Fingers rotated inwards towards each other, strange sensation

1611–17
/100/30

Intense tingling F4 and F5, palmar side (VASS 6.8)/Fingers had less intense cyclic movement flexion-extension
and rotation; Repeated at 19 mA9–21, F2 touch sensation (VASS 4.9); Session S7: Repeated at 18 mA11–25

Tingling F5 and F5 (VASS 4.7)/F4 and F5 moved towards each other (adduction)

1911–19
/100/70

Intense tingling, diffuse around F4, F5 palmar side (VASS 6.5) and weak in F2; Repeated at 18 mA11–21 F2
touch sensation and F1 tingling (VASS 5.8), followed by a more diffuse perception of PH; Session S7: Repeated
at 22 mA11–25 Tingling F4 and F5 (VASS 6.2)/Fingers flexed, F4 and F5 started from a flex position and flexed
further to full closure and moved towards each other (adduction)

117–17
/200/10

Pricking on entire hand, tingling on root of F5, palmar side (VASS 7.5); Session S7: Repeated at 16 mA9–17

Tingling F4, F5 (VASS 6)/F2 in a slight flexed position at stimulus onset and flexed more as stimulus increased
and extended back to initial position towards stimulus offset

117–11
/200/30

Tingling, pricking on root of F4 and F5, palmar side (VASS 6.8)/F4 stretched (pulling like sensation rather than
extending); Session S7: Repeated at 12 mA7–15 Stabbing F4 and root of F5 (VASS 5.6)/F4 and F5 moved
towards each other (adduction)

107–11
/200/70

Tingling, intense pricking on entire F4 and F5 (VASS 8.2), slight irritating (not painful); Session S7: Repeated at
11 mA7–15 Tingling F2 (VASS 5.1) and/or on the stump under electrodes, cannot differentiate

95–9
/400/10

Pricking root of F4, F5 palmar side (VASS 5.8)/Knocking like sensation in F4 from stimulus onset than pricking
and F4 had tendency to rotate/dislocate from root; Session S7: Repeated at 9 mA5–11 Tingling, pricking F4
(mostly) and F5 (VASS 5.9)

75–7
/400/30

Tingling, pricking on F4 (VASS 6.6); after stimulus offset it felt like relaxing effect after a hard workout/F4
stretched; Session S7: Repeated at 8 mA5–11 Tingling, stabbing F4, F5 (VASS 5.4)/F4 and F5 slightly flexed

85–9
/400/70

Tingling, itching F4, F5 palmar side (VASS 7.6); perception of default sensation of PH was much more intense
during this stimulus; Session S7: Repeated at 7 mA5–11 Tingling F4 (VASS 5.9), irritating

RSA2—Ch2 Session S3

155–15
/100/10

Tingling F5 and stabbing F2, palmar side (VASS 5.4)/F2 flexed progressively with ramp stimulus; Session S7:
Repeated at 19 mA7–25 F5 stabbing, knocking (VASS 3.9)

135–15
/100/30

Tingling, pricking F5 and F2, palmar side (VASS 4.9)/F2 lightly stretched; Session S7: Repeated at 12 mA5–21

Could not feel much (VASS 1)

135–13
/100/70

Pricking F5 and F2, palmar side (VASS 5.5)/F2 was in a flexed position before stimulus, it started to extend to a
complete stretched position and moved towards F3 (adduction); Session S7: Repeated at 14 mA7–19 Tingling
F2 and medial edge of hand (VASS 5.9), phantom hand felt cold

105–11
/200/10

Very diffuse sensation, pricking F5 and pressure on F2 (VASS 6.4); Session S7: Repeated at 6 mA3–7 Pricking F2
(VASS 5.8), it felt like there were two index fingers; in one felt pricking whereas the other one stretched to full
extension, very strange sensation

93–9
/200/30

Pricking F5 and F2, palmar side (VASS 6.4)/F2 was in a slight flexed position before stimulus, it started to
extend to a complete stretched position towards the end of the ramp; Session S7: Repeated at 9 m3–11 Tingling,
pricking F2 (VASS 5)

73–7
/200/70

Tingling F5 and F2, palmar side (VASS 5)/F2 was slightly flexed before stimulus, after stimulus onset F2 flexed
further towards a closed position than it extended to a full stretched position towards the end of the ramp;
Session S7: Repeated at 9 mA3–11 Tingling F5 (VASS 5.9)/F2 felt heavy and moved slightly

63–7
/400/10

Diffuse, tingling, pricking, and stabbing F2, and pricking F5 palmar side (VASS 5.9), F2 slight discomfort;
Session S7: Repeated at 10 mA5–11 Tingling F2-F5 (VASS 6.1)

73–7
/400/30

Diffuse, tingling, pricking F5 and F2, palmar side (VASS 5.5)/F2 slightly extended; Session S7: Repeated at 6
mA3–7 Pricking F2 (VASS 5.8)

73–7
/400/70

Tingling, pricking F5 and F2, palmar side (VASS 5.9)/F2 was in a slightly flexed position before stimulus onset
than F2 extended with increasing ramp stimulus close towards a full stretched position; Sensation of cold on
the stump under electrodes at stimulus offset; Session S7: Repeated at 7 mA3–9 Pricking F2 (VASS 6.5)
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IThS–ThD
/Pw/F Induced Sensation (Cutaneous/Proprioceptive)

RSA3—Ch3 Session S4

137–13
/100/10

Tingling and vibration F3, palmar side (VASS 6.5)/Fingers stretched, F3 sensation of touch, more diffuse
sensation tingling on F2, F4, and F5, difficult to explain; Session S7: Repeated at 17 mA7–19 Pricking F2 (VASS
5.8)/F2 moved towards F3 (adduction)

135–13
/100/30

Tingling and vibration F3, palmar side (VAS 4.9)/Fingers extended to almost full extent (stretched); Session S7:
Repeated at 12 mA7–19 Tingling, pricking F2 (VASS 5.4)/F2 stretched

115–11
/100/70

Tingling and itch sensation on F3 both palmar and dorsal sides (VAS 5.1)/F3 felt like it attempted to move
away from the itch source; Session S7: Repeated at 14 mA5–19 Tingling, pricking, stabbing F2 (VASS 6)

83–11
/200/10

Tingling F3, both palmar and dorsal sides (VAS 6.1)/F3 flexed; Session S7: Repeated at 10 mA3–11 Sticking,
knocking, diffuse F2 (VASS 5.8)

83–9
/200/30

Tingling F3, both palmar and dorsal sides (VAS 5.6)/F3 extended (stretched); Session S7: Repeated at 10
mA3–13 Sticking in most of the phantom hand, however, most intense on F3 (VASS 5.4)/F2 to F5 slight
movements, strange, interesting/exciting

93–9
/200/70

Intense tingling in F3, palmar and dorsal sides (VAS 6.7)/F3 light extension/stretch; Session S7: Repeated at 9
mA3–11 Tingling F2 (VASS 6.5)/F2 stretched at proximal (and not at the distant) interphalangeal joint

63–7
/400/10

Light stretch with knocking sensation as slight discomfort in F3, both palmar and dorsal sides (VAS 7.4);
Session S7: Repeated at 8 mA3–9 Pricking F2 (VASS 6)

63–7
/400/30

Tingling F3, both palmar and dorsal sides, and central on dorsal side of hand (VAS 6.8)/F3 lightly stretched
and sensation like warm water running down the finger was felt towards the end of the ramp stimulus

63–7
/400/70

Tingling as spinning F3, both palmar and dorsal sides, (VAS 7)/F3 lightly stretched; Session S7: Repeated at 6
mA3–7 Very diffuse sensation, could not describe (VASS 5.5)

RSA4—Ch4 Session S5

1911–25
/100/10

Tingling and vibration F1, palmar and dorsal (VAS 3.7)/F1 moved towards F2 (adduction); Session S7:
Repeated at 2111–25 F1 thenar tingling (VAS 1.9)

189–19
/100/30

Tingling and vibration F1, palmar side (VAS 3.7)/F1 moved towards F2 (adduction), seemed like F1 was
positioned close to the stimulating electrode, away from the phantom hand; Session S7: Repeated at 1911–25

F1(thenar area) spinning and muscle contraction (VAS 5)

2011–25
/100/70

Diffuse tingling and vibration F1, palmar side (VAS 4.3)/F1 moved towards F2 (adduction, sensation of muscle
contraction, adductor pollicis), light discomfort; Session S7: Repeated at 249–25 F1(thenar area) spinning and
muscle contraction (VAS 5)

157–19
/200/10

Diffuse tingling, vibration, provoking sticking and knocking F1, palmar side (VAS 4.8); Session S7: Repeated at
207–23 F1(thenar area) tingling with weak muscle contraction (VAS 3.5)

115–13
/200/30

Tingling, sticking and knocking F1, palmar side (VAS 4.9); Session S7: Repeated at 185–21 F1 tingling and
thenar muscle contraction (VAS 4.6)

147–17
/200/70

Tingling, stinging F1, palmar side (VAS 5.9), strange and diffuse sensation; Session S7: Repeated at 145–19 F1
thenar tingling (VAS 4.6)

125–13
/400/10

Diffuse sensation F1 (VAS 6.5), difficult to evaluate/F1 adductor muscle contraction, with adduction and
rotation of F1; Session S7: Repeated at 143–15 F1(thenar area) tingling and muscle contraction (VAS 4.1)

115–11
/400/30

Diffuse sensation on F1 palmar side (VAS 5.8), difficult to evaluate; Session S7: Repeated at 113–13 F1 (thenar
area) tingling and muscle contraction (VAS 5.5)

105–11
/400/70 Diffuse tingling, stinging F1 (VAS 6.4); Session S7: Repeated at 115–13 F1 thenar area tingling (VAS 5.7)

Multi-channel Session S5, Four-channel stimulation
Steady state stimuli of 20 s duration (Bursts/pulse trains, Ton 1 s and Toff 1 s)

10-7-10-15100/10 Diffuse, no definite sensation felt on PH/The entire PH moved slightly

18-11-12-20100/10
Diffuse tingling F1, F2 itchy (VAS 6.2)/F2 extended slightly, F1 contraction of adductor pollicis, entire PH
slightly moved

10-5-8-15100/10
Diffuse tingling F1, F2 palmar side (VAS 6.2)/F2 extension, F1 contraction of adductor pollicis, the other
fingers slightly moved

15-7-10-15100/30
Diffuse tingling on hypothenar region, stinging and tingling on palmar side of F3 (most intense) and F4, and
light tingling on F2 and F5 (VAS 6)

17-11-12-18100/30

Diffuse and very intense tingling, equally on F1 (thenar region), F2, F3, F4, and F5, palmar side (VAS 6.4); it felt
like the brain was overloaded with this sensation and at the end of the stimulus a strong sensation of relief was
perceived

15-7-7-15100/70
Tingling F1 (thenar region), F2, F3, F4, and F5, palmar side (VAS 6.4) perceived as very pleasant relaxing
sensation similar to that of massage

18-11-10-20100/70
Tingling, stinging F2, F3, F4, and F5, and tingling on hypothenar region (VAS 5.8)/All fingers slightly stretched
(extension)
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IThS–ThD
/Pw/F Induced Sensation (Cutaneous/Proprioceptive)

8-7-6-10200/10

Diffuse tingling F2, F3, F4, and F5 (VAS 5.3)/The four fingers slightly moved/extended and on F1 muscle
contractions (thenar region) like sensation was felt; after stimulus offset F2 and F3 felt rapidly to the initial
flexed position, for F4 and F5 it took longer to fall back to the initial flexed position

10-10-10-17200/10
Diffuse spinning F2 and tingling, stinging F4 and F5 (VAS 6.6)/F3 flexed and on F1 small muscle contractions
(thenar region) like sensation

8-5-5-8200/30 Diffuse sensation of all finger flexion and muscle contraction on fingers (VAS 5.1)
10-8-8-11200/30 Diffuse tingling in all fingers, slight discomfort (VAS 6.8)
8-4-5-10200/70 Tingling on stinging on all finger (VAS 6.3)/F2 moves slightly lateral

10-5-8-15200/70
Diffuse tingling and stinging in all fingers (F1–F5); first felt on F1 and F2 than F3 followed by F4 and some on
F5

6-4-4-7400/10
Tingling, stinging, and knocking on F1, F2, and F3 perceived as slight discomfort/F4 and F5 moves away,
lateral, from F3

8-5-5-11400/10 Knocking and tingling on all fingers (for F1 on thenar region), discomforting close to pain level.

5-4-4-7400/30
Tingling and spinning on all fingers (VAS 6.2); on F2 dorsal side a needle like sensation (not painful) was
perceived

6-3-4-9400/70
Diffuse and intense spinning on all fingers (VAS 5.5)/All fingers small muscle contractions (like flexing fingers,
without fingers movement)

Multi-channel Session S8, S9, S10, and S12
Two-channel and three-channel stimulation; steady-state stimuli of 20 s duration (Bursts/pulse trains, Ton of 1 s and Toff of 1 s).
Most of the evoked sensations when stimulating on two or three channels (random choice of stimulation parameters) were
close/similar to that of summation of sensation evoked with stimulation on a single channel. However, the following deviated
considerably from this pattern.

Two-channel stimulation
13-/-9-/200/70 /F2 moved away from the other fingers

23-/-17-/100/70 /F2 moved away from F3 (abduction)
8-/-5-/400/10 Very strange sensation, could not explain

15-13-/-/200/10 /F5 rotated (provoking sensation) and seemed that it took F4 in this type of movement
7-/-4-/400/70 Intense stinging, tingling F1 on palmar side, intense tingling at root of F2–F4 on dorsal side (VASS 6.7)

17-11-/-/100/70
Tingling F2 on palmar side, sensation of touch similar to that given by a crawling spider on dorsal side of
phantom hand, very discomforting

10-/-/-11200/70 /F1 moved towards F2 (adduction), F2 and F3 felt very heavy at the root

/-13-9-/200/10
Knocking and tingling F2 (VASS 5.4)/Entire phantom hand felt very heavy, relaxed like tiredness after intense
physical effort

/-17-17-/100/70 Stinging F2, tingling F3 and F5 (VASS 6.2)/F3 felt heavy
23-/-/-23100/70 Tingling F1 to F5 (VASS 6.7)/F1 muscle contraction, F3 felt heavy
12-/-/-14200/10 Tingling F1, light stinging F2 to F5 (VASS 5.4)/F1 muscle contraction, F1 to F5 and felt heavy

/-12-12-/100/30
/Perception of PH completely different than usual, F2 and F3 changed place; it reversed when stimulation
ceased

/-4-5-/400/30 Stinging and itchy F2, intense burning sensation in F1 close to discomfort
/-6-7-/400/30 Tingling and stinging F2, F1 stinging (VASS 5.7)/F1 felt very heavy
/-6-7-/400/10 Tingling and stinging F2, stinging F1 (VASS 6.4)/F1 felt very heavy
10-5-/-/200/30 Tingling and stinging F5 at discomfort, tingling F2, F3, and F5 as well, shadowed by F5
10-9-/-/400/10 Stinging F5 discomfort/F5 rotated
13-/-9-/200/70 /F2 moved away from the other fingers
17-2-/-/100/30 Tingling F3 (VASS 6.3)/F3 felt very heavy
/-/-5-7400/30 Stinging and tingling F1 and F3 (VASS 4.3)/F3 felt very heavy

/-/-11-18200/30 Tingling, pricking F2 and F3, numbness F2 (VASS 6.3)/F1 muscle contractions, F2 felt very heavy
/-/-17-23100/10 Pricking F3 (VASS 4.5)/F2 felt heavy
/-/-11-16100/70 Intense itching F1 (thenar region) (VASS 4.4)

Three-channel stimulation
19-15-12-/100/10 /F5 rotates, discomfort
13-11-/-18200/30 Tingling entire palmar side, discomfort
17-11-11-/100/70 Tingling F5, F3, and F2 (VASS 5.9)/F2 and F3 moved away from each other (abduction)

8-7-5-/400/10 Stinging F2 and F3 (VASS 6)/F3 flexed and spread apart from F2 (flexion and abduction)

10-5-7-12200/30

Tingling F1, F3, and F5 and stinging F2 (VASS 5.5)/F1 muscle contraction (adductor pollicis, no movement)
and entire hand felt very heavy (Note: see effect of removing Ch1 from multi-channel stimulation on
four-channel to three-channel stimulation, as below)

/-5-7-12200/30 Tingling F2 (VASS 4.1)/F3 and F5 felt very heavy
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IThS–ThD
/Pw/F Induced Sensation (Cutaneous/Proprioceptive)

/-15-12-17100/10 Tingling F1 and F2 (VASS 3.7)/F5 felt heavy
/-22-17-23100/10 Tingling F1 (VAS 3.9)/F1 muscle contraction (no movement of F1), F2, F3, and F5 felt heavy

/-7-5-8400/10

Tingling F2 (VASS 4.5)/The entire phantom hand became heavy, it felt even more heavy as the stimulation
continued; close to the stimulation offset this sensation reached a close to discomfort level (e.g., longer
stimulation would be discomfort, whereas shorter stimulation non-painful)

/-5-7-12400/30 Stinging F1, F2 to F5 warm and light burning sensation (VASS 6.8)
/-12-12-17100/30 Tingling F1 (thenar) and F5 (VASS 4)/F2 and F5 felt heavy
/-13-9-20200/10 F5 painful stinging/F1 (thenar) muscle contraction
/-9-11-18200/30 Tingling F5 (VASS 5.9)/F1 (thenar) muscle contraction, F5 felt heavy
/-6-/-11200/70 Tingling F1 (thenar) and F5 (VASS 4.3)/F5 felt heavy
/-7-6-11400/70 Tingling F2, less intense F3, very intense F5 (VASS 5.2)/F1 (thenar) muscle contraction, F5 felt heavy

23-/-/-23100/30 Tingling F4 and sensation of pressure like clamping/squeezing F5 (VASS 5.6)/F1 (thenar) muscle contraction
15-/-/-20200/10 Tingling F1 (thenar) (VASS 5.7)/F1 (thenar) muscle contraction, F3, F4 and F5 felt heavy

Appendix B
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Figure A1. (a) Reference system for reporting location and size of RSAs in upper-limb amputees 
enrolled in the EPIONE protocol. For participant P2 with transradial amputation, the reference line 
was drawn through the point R2 (middle of the antecubital fossa, regarded as the origin of the ref-
erence system) and a point R3 (defined using a scar on the stump at the amputation site) so that it 
reaches the acromioclavicular point (R1) when straightening the arm (in a position imagined with 
PH facing upwards). Three grid lines, segmented at 50 mm, normal to the reference line were drawn, 
dividing the reference line in two segments of 100 mm in the middle, one of 70 mm on the top, and 
one of 30 mm at the bo om. For participant P1 with the transhumeral amputation, the reference line 
was drawn through the point R1 and R3 (defined using a scar on the stump at the amputation site). 
The origin of the reference system was R3. The RSA reported through this reference system was 
approximated with an ellipse defined using center coordinates (distances along and normal to the 
reference line), major and minor diameters, and angle formed with the long axis of the ellipse to the 
reference line (see inset for the sign of these measures). The stump/arm was approximated with a 
cylinder. The surface of the cylinder in 3D was mapped to the 2D plane (surface at the amputation 
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enrolled in the EPIONE protocol. For participant P2 with transradial amputation, the reference line
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was drawn through the point R2 (middle of the antecubital fossa, regarded as the origin of the
reference system) and a point R3 (defined using a scar on the stump at the amputation site) so that it
reaches the acromioclavicular point (R1) when straightening the arm (in a position imagined with PH
facing upwards). Three grid lines, segmented at 50 mm, normal to the reference line were drawn,
dividing the reference line in two segments of 100 mm in the middle, one of 70 mm on the top, and
one of 30 mm at the bottom. For participant P1 with the transhumeral amputation, the reference
line was drawn through the point R1 and R3 (defined using a scar on the stump at the amputation
site). The origin of the reference system was R3. The RSA reported through this reference system was
approximated with an ellipse defined using center coordinates (distances along and normal to the
reference line), major and minor diameters, and angle formed with the long axis of the ellipse to the
reference line (see inset for the sign of these measures). The stump/arm was approximated with a
cylinder. The surface of the cylinder in 3D was mapped to the 2D plane (surface at the amputation
site rolled out in prolongation of the cylinder surface) showing the maps of RSAs and position of
electrodes relative to these maps. Variations of referred sensation areas and cumulative maps for
participant P2 are illustrated in the panels (b1,b2,c1,c2) and (d) as follows: (b1) The six-channel
configuration for position of electrodes relative to the map of RSAs identified during session S5

(as shown on images from Figure 4a); this configuration of electrodes was used from session S5
to session S11. (b2) The five-channel configuration for position of electrodes relative to the map of
RSAs identified during session S12; this configuration of electrodes was used from session S12 to
session S19. (c) Cumulative maps for intensity (VASS scale, 0 no sensation, 10 most intense sensation
perceivable, colorbar) and location (top panel) and rate of occurrence (normalized units, colorbar) of
sensation evoked using the light brush (test with light pressure applied with the glass ball showed
similar maps) during (c1) session S5 and (c2) session S12. Only sensation of touch was induced using
brush/pressure; drawings at scale relative to grid lines, reference line, and the points R1 and R3.
(d) Maps of RSAs identified with the light brush during sessions S1, S2, S3, and S4.
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Figure A2. Cumulative maps for intensity (VASs; 0 = no sensation, 10 = most intense non-painful 
sensation perceivable) and location (top panel) and cumulative maps for rate of occurrence (nor-
malized) for a given location (bo om panel) of non-painful sensation evoked in the phantom hand 
using electrical stimuli. The six-channel configuration for placement of electrodes was used from 
session S5 to session S11. The five-channel configuration for placement of electrodes was used from 
session S12 to session S19 (Figure A1) (a) session S8, single-channel stimulation, randomized on Ch1 
to Ch4 (b) session S10, multi-channel stimulation, randomized on Ch1 to Ch4 (c) session S11, single-
channel stimulation, randomized on Ch1 to Ch6 (d) session S11, multi-channel stimulation, 

Figure A2. Cumulative maps for intensity (VASs; 0 = no sensation, 10 = most intense non-painful
sensation perceivable) and location (top panel) and cumulative maps for rate of occurrence (normal-
ized) for a given location (bottom panel) of non-painful sensation evoked in the phantom hand using
electrical stimuli. The six-channel configuration for placement of electrodes was used from session
S5 to session S11. The five-channel configuration for placement of electrodes was used from session
S12 to session S19 (Figure A1) (a) session S8, single-channel stimulation, randomized on Ch1 to Ch4
(b) session S10, multi-channel stimulation, randomized on Ch1 to Ch4 (c) session S11, single-channel
stimulation, randomized on Ch1 to Ch6 (d) session S11, multi-channel stimulation, randomized on
Ch1 to Ch5 (e) session S12, multi-channel stimulation, randomized on Ch1 to Ch5, with low-energy
stimulus (stimulus intensity below the mean value of the interval between sensation threshold and
discomfort threshold) (f) session S16 and S17 multi-channel stimulation, randomized on Ch1 to Ch5,
with high-energy stimulus (stimulus intensity above the mean value of the interval between sensation
threshold and discomfort threshold).
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